



RESTON, VIRGINIA: A DECADE OF IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF LIFE IN URBAN AMERICA






THE COUNTY HAS GAINED FROM RESTONS WORLD RECOGNIZED
URBAN CONSERVATION PIONEERING






1962	 Planning Lake Anne

The development of 30-acre Lake Anne took months of planning, study and

design by the Developer and the Soil Conservation Service. All of the property

that drains into Lake Anne (640 acres) is within the Reston boundaries putting

the Developer in an excellent position to control the runoff and prevent siltation.





Lake Anne was designed as a recreation lake and a siltation basin. The

Lake was designed with sufficient capacity for anticipated siltation so that

the recreational aspects of the Lake would not be disturbed.






Protecting the Trees

When Restons Master Plan was approved in July, 1962, the first employee

to be hired was a resident forester. Before bulldozer ever touched blade to

soil in the construction of Lake Anne, thousands of dollars were spent trans-

planting valuable dogwood, holly and evergreen trees. These balled trees from

the floor of the Lake became the nucleus for Restons tree nursery. These trees

are still being used today for landscaping.
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From the beginning, each architect was supplied with a tree survey to use

while planning the location of the houses. Today, snow fence is placed around

not only designated trees during construction, but also entire sections of land

to conserve forest floor and wildlife cover.






Storm Drainage Philosophy and Practice

Before Reston, Fairfax County went by one principle - get the storm

water into paved ditches or concrete pipes as soon as possible and run it into

the river. Reston planners had other ideas: they wanted to get the water back

into the ground as soon as possible.

Hickory Cluster Example The original County plan would have involved

running 28-foot paved ditches through the open spaces of this Cluster,

cutting down all the trees there, and regrading the area. Most of the

time, the ditches would have been dry or filled with mud, silt and

weeds. Instead of these paved ditches and pipes that increase the

velocity of the water, and thereby contribute to erosion, siltation,

and sedimentation in the ponds, Reston planners wanted to build a

series of ponds and stilling basins connected by a rip-rapped stream

bed: all this a direct, and major, source of water supply to Lake

Anne.
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Reston sought and obtained the approval of the County Board of

Supervisors to build a pilot project. This determination for a more

enlightened erosion and siltation control, not to mention the saving

of trees and wildlife cover, took place back in 1963 - years before

the world SILTATION began to be raked through the mud.





Memo of Understanding In 1962, Reston was the first developer in

Northern Virginia to agree to work closely with the Northern Virginia

Conservation District to try and establish more viable standards of

land planning and erosion control.





Over the past eight years of Reston building, hundreds of

thousands of dollars of the Developer's money, above and beyond County

requirements, have been spent saving trees and forest floor, construc-

ting sediment basins, box culverts, ponds and lakes, and the rip-rapping

of ditches specifically for erosion and siltation control.





Lake Anne Spillway In another step toward better conservation

management, $30,000 was spent on the Lake spillway structure to pro-

vide more effective flood and erosion control. County requirements

only called for a large drainpipe. The spillway facilitated optimum
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control of sudden large volumes of water: this enabled the expulsion

of water from the Lake far more gradually - the name of the game is

storm drainage.






Minimize Grading Utilize Topography Golf Courses

One of the best examples of Reston's planning philosophy is the design

of the golf courses. Forcing residential construction into any flood plain is

asking for trouble. Reston planners long ago decided that wherever possible

flood plains would be left for useful recreation and open space purposes so that

nature's balance would not be upset. That practice continues today. Reston's

two 18-hole courses are designed to follow the natural stream valleys and flood

plains: residential construction is placed on the high ground atop these valleys.

This not only conserves the natural topography of the land, but makes for more

aesthetic siting of the residential units - apartments, townhouses, patio homes

and single family dwellings.

Dwelling Units Designed to Fit the Natural Grade In numerous examples

throughout Reston, units are designed (at considerably more expense) to

fit the pitch of the land so as to minimize the amount of grading

necessary and to maintain the natural areas and balance. A three-story
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townhouse will often have three different entry treatments - one

at each level - within the same block and cluster.






15 Sediment Ponds

Over the past few years, Gulf Reston, Inc. has built dozens of costly

sediment ponds to arrest siltation. This conservation practice was enforced

long before siltation ever became a public issue.






RESTON, VIRGINIA: A DECADE OF IMPROVING THE AUALITY OF LIFE IN URBAN AMERICA

CONCLUSION

Ten years ago, Reston, Virginia offered revolutionary change to a

society searching for innovation.

In the intervening years, Reston has continued to be an effective and

enlightened alternative to urban planners, city and county administrators, and

federal and state legislators trying to cope with the massive problems of growth

in a run-away urban society.

At its halfway point, Reston's impact on the National scene can be

measured by the success of the new town movement as a viable and essential

method of ordering suburban sprawl.

Reston's past has been prologue to a National movement which: (a) has

established federal laws which provide loan guarantees for new town developers

and open space programs; (b) is attempting to set realistic guidelines for a

National growth policy; (c) is effecting all levels of the home building industry

with a National conscience which understands that better planning and environmental

controls directly effect profit and loss and (d) which honors the fact that the

consumer today is looking to the developer to provide conscientious planning,

including a greater concern for better conservation practices, innovative architec-
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tural design, a wide variety of housing opportunities which invites a hetero-

geneous population mix, and renewed interest in the provision of recreational

amenities, open space programs, walkways and playgrounds.

At its halfway point, Reston's social and financial impact on Fairfax

County has been thoroughly documented here. The Booz . Allen Report leaves

little doubt that Restons 1972 financial benefits to the County are a mere

portion of their annual potential when Reston is completed. And the social

impact will continue to increase as Reston grows to maturity.

Today, Reston 'remains a beacon of environmental and economic enlighten-

ment compared to Americas run-of-the-unplanned, unlovely slurbs."1 In the

past decade, Reston has profited Fairfax County, and has been a prophet to

all of urban America by example of a better quality of life. But -- it is only

the beginning. The final decade will briny that prophecy of a better way of life

for urban America to its full fruition.

1. Editor William Houseman, writing in the May, 1973 issue of
The Environment Monthly.


